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KFC’s extensive chain of outlets
outlets now served by
HGC’s powerful Super Retail Network solution
Hong Kong, 16 May 2016
2016 – Hutchison Global Communications Limited (HGC), the fixed-line
division of Hutchison Telecommunications Hong Kong Holdings Limited (HTHKH; stock code:
215), today announced provision of a Super Retail Network (SRN) solution to serve KFC Hong
Kong (KFC). The move mirrors HGC’s delivery of a similar solution earlier this year to benefit
HGC Pizza Hut Hong Kong Management Limited (Pizza Hut).
Connecting nearly 70 KFC outlets with the company’s
company’s data centres
HGC’s SRN solution now connects close to 70 KFC outlets in Hong Kong with the chain’s
headquarters and data centres. This provides secure high-speed multi-point transmission of
online orders, point-of-sale data, inventory details, membership bonus point information
and promotions. This has supercharged the pace of handling orders via different channels
for KFC, which is now able to task outlets closest to delivery addresses.
HTHKH Chief Operating Officer Jennifer Tan said: “The Super Retail Network solution has
been welcomed with open arms by the retail market after launch. Today, we are delighted
to provide KFC with the same top-notch service enjoyed by Pizza Hut. This acclaimed
solution runs over a private optical network created by HGC, greatly enhancing operational
efficiency and offering a much sharper competitive edge because KFC now handles orders
generated by a chain of outlets in a highly-efficient manner.”
KFC Marketing Director William Tsing said: “Our outlets are now connected by HGC’s highspeed and resilient fibre-optic MetroNET service. This means data-processing time is
overwhelmingly faster and more stable, which shortens the time taken for online
ordering and boosts operational efficiency – enabling us to offer impressivelyefficient customer service.”
Fast and secure network service from MetroNET
SRN runs on next-generation Metro Ethernet technology over a private optical network. By
doing so, this resilient and flexible solution overcomes troublesome bandwidth bottleneck
problems suffered by traditional copper-based networks. The solution also benefits from
highly-secure data transmission characterised by bandwidth up to 10Gbps and super-low
latency of less than one millisecond.
SRN adopts a dual-core architecture providing core network resilience, and facilitates fast
and reliable connectivity between a client’s applications. All this is ideal for organisations

seeking the flexibility to cope with upwardly-spiraling demand, and which have a large
appetite for data service and real-time transactions.
Please go to http://www.hgcbiz.com/Product/super-retail-network-en.html for more
information on HGC’s Super Retail Network.
-EndsAbout Hutchison Global Communications Limited
Hutchison Global Communications Limited (HGC) is a leading fixed-line operator, IT service
provider, carrier’s carrier and one of Hong Kong’s largest-scale Wi-Fi service providers. HGC
empowers local and overseas customers with one-stop international, corporate, data centre
and residential broadband services. HGC owns and runs an extensive optical-fibre network,
coupled with four cross-border routes integrated with three of mainland China’s tier-one
telecoms operators, plus a world-class international network. The company is committed to
developing cloud computing services and offering high-speed Wi-Fi service under the “HGC
on air” brand. HGC is a subsidiary of Hutchison Telecommunications Hong Kong Holdings
Limited (stock code: 215), a group member of CK Hutchison Holdings (stock code: 1). For
more information on HGC, please visit www.hgc.com.hk. For more information on HTHKH,
please visit www.hthkh.com.
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